Driving camera offer

Driving assistance: Work safely, whilst improving productivity!

Advantages:

- **Safety**: Optimal view (auto-focus function) allowing you to not only depend on instructions transmitted orally.
- **Productivity**: Accurate vision of the load position, of the hook and the unloading area thanks to its 480x zoom (40x optic and 12x digital).
- **Extreme conditions**: Operates on weather conditions from -40° to +85°, anti-fogging system, night vision function (0 Lux).
- **Reliability**: Radio link up to 300M transmission with a perfect picture in real time.

For distributing cranes, camera kit ref. 84060746 containing:

- Camera set: camera, batteries, radio link and accessories.
- Installed below the trolley, pointed towards the load for a better view of the load area. Shock, vibrations and weather resistant.

For luffing jib cranes, camera kit ref. 84060747 containing:

- Camera set: Camera, feed, cable link and tilting support.
- LED screen 12”:
- Auto-contact pack:

Optional: Solar panel J-85985-58

Mounted on the trolley together with the battery pack: automatic power supply of the camera without any manual intervention.

If you require more information, please get in touch with your usual correspondent or contact us via e-mail address: potainparts@manitowoc.com